Differential effects of alcohols on conformational switchovers in alpha-helical and beta-sheet protein models.
Organic solvents may induce non-native structures of proteins that mimic folding intermediates and/or conformations that occur in proximity to biological membranes. Here we systematically investigate the effects of simple (i.e., MeOH and EtOH) and fluorinated (i.e., trifluoroethanol, TFE) alcohols on the secondary structure and thermodynamic stability of two complementary model proteins using a combination of circular dichroism, fluorescence, and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) detection methods. The selected proteins are alpha-helical Borrelia burgdorferi VlsE and beta-sheet human mitochondrial co-chaperonin protein 10 (cpn10). We find that switches between VlsE's native and non-native superhelical and beta-sheet structures readily occur (pH 7, 20 degrees C). The pathway depends on the alcohol: addition of MeOH induces a transition to a superhelical structure that is followed by conversion to beta-structure, whereas EtOH only unfolds the protein. TFE unfolds VlsE at low percentages but promotes the formation of a superhelical state upon further additions. For cpn10, both MeOH and TFE additions govern initial unfolding; however, further additions of MeOH result in the formation of a non-native beta-structure, whereas subsequent additions of TFE induce a superhelical structure. EtOH additions promptly unfold and precipitate cpn10. Both VlsE's and cpn10's non-native structures exhibit high stability toward chemical and thermal perturbations. This study demonstrates that in response to different alcohols, polypeptides can readily adopt both alpha- and beta-enriched conformations. The biological significance of these findings is discussed.